energy value of living, 55-57; energy from, 58; inanimate, 55-56; living, 56-57; modifiers, 246.
Safer Magical Excess advantage, 79.
Salt (material), 244.
Sanctity, 68-69; ritual space and, 126.
Saving the world plot, 216-217.
Schools for training, 18, 220-221.
Screen (magical defense), 225.
Screy ritual, 152, 164.
See the True Face ritual, 145, 152.
Seek (Ethical Category) spell, 49.
Seek Beast ritual, 156.
Self-sacrifices, 246.
Sense (Ethical Category) spell, 49.
Sensing ritual attacks, 138.
Sephiroth, 172, 248, 253-254.
Seriously Calamity Prone limitation, 79.
Shake the Earth ritual, 144.
Shamanic Talent, 159, 207.
Shamanism power, 159, 207-208.
Shaman's, 8, 18, 125, 207-208, 222, 224; example, 210; Power Investiture and, 66; shape-changing and, 147; spells, 66; spirits and, 7, 10-11, 13, 90, 193; see also Religion, Spirit-Assisted Magic, Spirit Vessels, and Spirits.
Shape-shifting advantage, 197-198.
Shape-shifting spell, 34.
Shape-shift Others spell, 34.
Share Energy spell, 78.
Side Effect enhancement, 199.
Silk (material), 244.
Silver Harp, 120.
Skill-based spell limits, 40-41.
Skills, alternative core, 74-74; new, 169, 188.
Skinchange ritual, 145.
Slower Magical Recover limitation, 79.
Slumber ritual, 141, 143, 150, 163.
Smooth Ride ritual, 148.
Solitary Ceremonial enhancement, 28.
Songlines, 12.
Sooth the ritual, 150, 163.
Soothshaying power; 208.
Soothshaying Talent, 208.
Soul-cleansing, 94.
Sources, 12-14.
Spectators, 51.
Speak With Beasts ritual, 145, 156.
Speed changes for spells, 35.
Spell Enhancement enhancement, 39.
Spells, adjustable, 39-40; as techniques, 39; banning, 39; capping skill levels, 40-41; changing, 31-40; clerical magic and, 65-71; defaulting to other spells, 38-39; ethical forces and, 49-50; fixed list of, 9-10; inventing, 10; magic system example, 238; new, 49-50, 52, 54-55, 229-229; ritual magic and, 76; secret and lost, 31-32; signatures, 25; skills to salvage critical failures, 41; slots, 56; special costs of, 34-35; spirits and, 91-94; threshold-limited magic and, 81; see also Colleges (Spell) and Prerequisites.
Spell Variation perk, 39.
Spirit-assisted magic, 90-94; example, 236; rituals, 125; starting with, 94; see also Shamsan.
Spirit Empathy advantage, 159.
Spells, 18, 15-16; binding, 209; contacting, 92, 226; contracts with, 92; critical failure table, 260; example, 210; magic granted by, 10-11, 13, 210; summoning, 91-92, 209; see also Shamsan.
Spirit Slave ritual, 162.
Spirit Trap ritual, 162.
Spiritual distortion, 93-94.
Spirit vessels, 211-214.
Symbol Drawing skill, 168; example, 243.
Symbolic lexicons, 18, 159-162; see also Symbols.
Symbols, 110, 128-129, 139; understanding inscriptions, 174.
Symbol tokens, 174; enchanted, 176-177.
Sympathy, 14, 87, 110, 139; modifiers, 243-245.
Syntactic magic, 172, 179-195; caps, 184; countermagic and, 194; disregarding energy costs, 194-195; errors and side effects, 193-194; example, 232-233; GMing, 195; practices, 192-193; techniques, 193.
Syntactic workings, linked, 195; overview, 180-183; Realm-based, 190-192; unconstrained, 186.
Tainted, energy, 55, 58; objects, 88-89.
Takes Recharge disadvantage, 27.
Talents, 124, 203; as magic, 198-199; enchantments and, 198-199; new, 204-208; spirits and, 159.
Targets, multiple, 243.
Tattoo, symbol, 176.
Tech level and magic, 59.
Techniques, developing new ritual magic, 74; spells as, 39; syntactic magic, 194.
Technology, disrupting magic, 59.
Temple of Hephaestus, 70-71, 75.
Temporary Disadvantage limitation, 27, 114, 199.
Temporality of power, 56, 230.
Terminal Condition limitation, 201.
Terminology, 8-9.
Thicken the Walls of the World ritual, 165.
Threefold Law, 15.
Threatening, 171-173;Sympathy, 14, 87, 110; modifiers, 243-245.
Visible magical gifts, 25.
Vision of Luck ritual, 152, 155.
Vitality ritual, 150, 158, 163.
Void College, 47.
Voodoo dolls, 89, 139.
Vulnerability disadvantage, 22.
Ward ritual, 158-159.
Warrior's Blessing ritual, 150-151.
Water (material), 244.
Weakness advantage, 22.
Weaknesses to attacks, 22.
Weapon Blessing ritual, 155.
Weapon-form modifiers, 119.
Weapon Spirit spell, 116-117.
Weatherworking ritual, 144, 156-157.
Weight affected modifiers, 243.
Whole-language symbol, 157.
Wild Mana Generator advantage, 61.
Wild Talent, 56.
Wild-based magic, 29.
Willpower and ability, 16-17.
Windfall ritual, 155.
Wisdom of the Ancient Seers setting, 235-238.
Word College, 47.
Word of Power advantage, 179.
Words as power, 14, 178-179; see also Languages, Names, Symbolic Lexicons, and Syntactic Magic.
Words for magic, 8-9.
Work Raw Magic ritual, 229.
Working magic, reasons for ability, 15-18, 219-220.
World-Spanning enhancement, 200.
Zodiacal correspondences, 85, 247.